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Businesses can reduce overall testing time by 50 percent through
Mastek’s Test Automation service
Mastek’s Test Automation service improves test coverage and quality, enabling faster
functionality with defect-free launches and releases.

READING, U.K. – January 11, 2019: With the need for businesses to remain
competitive, the pressure is on to innovate, to be more efﬁcient, to get to market
ﬁrst and to ensure regulatory compliance. Test automation is essential for
enterprises to succeed in the digital age and Mastek is helping organisations to
optimise their performance through its Test Automation services.
The tried and tested Test Automation services allow businesses to overcome the
challenge of extended test cycles and repetitive manual testing processes which can
ultimately lead to a delay in the overall release of software products and services to
market.
As part of the service, Mastek combines ‘shift left’, Risk Based Testing (RBT) and
Behaviour Driven Testing (BDT) with its proven SWIFT and Atom test automation
frameworks. Thereby accelerating the automation process and reducing overall
testing time by 50 percent –enabling businesses to quickly release new application
features and functionality.
“Using our automation processes, we are delivering enhanced value to customers
through improved brand perception. We do this with highly efficient testing practices
that integrate our proven test automation frameworks with DevOps practices –
implementing automation right at the start of the project, reducing defect leakage
and delivering early ROI,” says Percy Hilloo, Service Line Director at Mastek.
Mastek’s Test Automation service allows businesses to get it right the first time,
enabling them to release software products and services to market faster, while
benefitting from savings of up to 40 percent on development and maintenance of
automation suites.
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About Mastek
Mastek is an enterprise digital transformation specialist that engineers excellence
for customers in the UK, US and India. We enable large-scale business change
programmes through our service offerings, which include application development,
support and testing, BI and analytics, agile consulting and digital commerce. Whether
it is creating new applications, modernising existing ones or recovering failing
projects, we help enterprises to navigate the digital landscape and stay competitive.
Learn more by visiting www.mastek.com
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